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INTRODUCTION

Under this program we have investigated a wide range of

laser chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) reactions (Table 1) on

metallic, semiconductor and insulator substrates using pulsed

and cw infrared and visible lasers. Not all of the reactions

given in Table 1 yielded good results under the conditions

used in the preliminary survey. For example, the LCVD films

from the metal alkyls were heavily oxidized due to the poor

vacuum conditions employed in the early work. In order to

concentrate on the characteristics unique to LCVD, only those

systems which yielded films of good quality under a wide range

of conditions such as the metal carbonyls and the H2 reduction

of WF 6 were emphasized.
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TABLE 1

* Ni(CO) 4 ----------- Ni + CO

WF6 + H2 ----------- W + HFa.-
W(CO)6 ----------- W+ Co

FE(CO)5 ----------- FE + CO

AL(CH 3)3  2 AL + CH4

SN(CH 3 )4 - - - - -- - - - - SN + CH4

TC 4 + H2 + CO ----------- Ti2 + HCL + CO

TICL 4 + CH4  2 TI----TiC + HCL

TICL 4 + C2H2 + H2 ----------- TIC + HCL

GA(CH3)3 + As(CH3) ----------- GAAs + CH4

3 33.34

r . .. . . .
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The cw CO2 LCVD apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Similar optical

arrangements are used for LCVD with the pulsed CO2 and cw Kr

lasers. The laser is an electrically pulsed, line tunable cw

CO 2 with maximum output power of 40 W. Attenuation of the beam is

provided by current control and a wire grid polarizer. A remov-

able power meter and/or fluorescent viewing plates are used to

check power stability and beam quality. A He-Ne beam is folded

into the optical path with a ZnSe Brewster angle beam splitter

to allow optical monitoring of the thickness of the LCVD film.

Both beams are focused through a NaCl widnow onto the substrate

with a 10 in. focal length 10.6 pm Ar-coated ZnSe lens. The CO2

beam profile at the substrate was measured by pinhole scans

and is approximately gaussian with a Dl/e2 = 600 pm. The beam

diameter of the He-Ne laser at the focus is much smaller. The

' temporal intensity profile of the CO 2 pulses of several ms or

longer was essentially a step function with some initial over-

shoot as measured using a HgCdTe detector. Because the amount

- of reactant used during LCVD is a small fraction of the total

-concentration, the depositions were carried out with closed re-

action cells. Fused quartz is an excellent substrate material

for LCVD using a CO2 laser as it has a high absorption coefficient

at 10.6 Wm and is transparent in the visible for ease of optical

monitoring, both visually and with the He-Ne laser. In addition,

quartz has a low thermal conductivity which tends to further

*[ localize the deposition and a high resistance to thermal stress.
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RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT

For most of the films deposited using the above apparatus,

the deposition profile thickness for "short" irradiation times

is a truncated gaussian shape and reflects the temperature pro-
file generated by the gaussian laser beam on the substrate.

The diameter of the deposit can be much less than the corres-

ponding beam diameter, however, because the deposition rate is

a highly nonlinear, usually exponential, function of the sub-

strate temperature. The result is a deposit thickness profile

which has the shape of the central portion of a gaussian curve.

This "resolution enhancement" effect is also observed in other

laser deposition methods to some degree. LCVD spot diameters

as small as 1/10 of the laser beam diameter have been observed.

The thickness profile for these "long" irradiation times changes

smoothly from the truncated gaussian to a double humped "volcano"

shape. As the laser intensities used are not sufficient to melt

either quartz or Ni and no evidence of melting is observed, the

cange in profile is ascribed to a depletion of reactants and

build up of products at the center for the irradiated area and

entrainment of reactants from the edges.

'Sm'
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OPTICAL SELF-LIMITING

For most metal films deposited by LCVD on highly absorbing

substrates such as SiO 2 at 10.6 pm, the deposition rate de-

creases as the film is deposited if a constant intensity

irradiation is used. This "optical self-limiting" occurs

because as the reflective metal film is deposited on an

absorbing substrate, the amount of laser energy and therefore

the substrate temperature decreases and the deposition rate

also decreases. In extreme cases, depending on the thermo-

dynamics and kinetics of the deposition reaction, the deposi-

tion rate can approach zero after the deposition of some

critical thickness. A plot, therefore, of the "average deposi-

tion rate", defined as the LCVD film thickness divided by the

irradiation time, usually yields a decreasing function with in-

creasing irradiation time.

In order to understand and quantify this behavior, the

apparatus in Fig. 1 was used to measure the LCVD film thickness

optically by monitoring the He-Ne intensity during deposition.

The initial results established the qualitative behavior of such

LCVD reactions. During the first part of the irradiation, the

transmitted He-Ne intensity does not change (cf. Fig. 2), i.e.,

no deposition takes place. This corresponds to the time neces-

sary to heat the substrate to the deposition temperature. At

some point, the He-Ne transmission decreases rapidly and

essentially bottoms out. Depending on the irradiation time,

the final transmission may or may not be effectively zero. In

order to obtain more quantitative information on the deposition

.I
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rate as a function of time, it has been necessary to digitize the

oscilloscope photos and iteratively calculate the deposition

rate using the slopes and absolute values of the transmission

curves and the Fresnel equations. This data analysis has been

accomplished after the completion of the AFOSR program. Figure 2

is an example of the digitized He-Ne transmission curve and

Fig. 3 is the corresponding deposition rate as a function of
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PULSED LCVD

Another approach to simplifying the complex deposition rate

behavior exhibited by LCVD of reflective films on absorbing

substrates is to use a laser pulse shorter than the time it

takes for significant deposition to take place. Using a CO 2

TEA laser with a 1 wsec pulse alength, a large increase in

surface temperature can be generated which then decays with

a time constant on the order of milliseconds. The deposition

of, for example, Ni from Ni(CO) 4 is again monitored optically

using a colinear He-Ne beam. Instead of the expected single

intensity decay curve, two separate decay curves are observed

for the higher energy laser pulses and neither is simple. For

low energies, there is an induction period before deposition

begins. At higher energies, an initial deposition takes place,

but deposition stops and then continues after a delay time.

The total LCVD film thickness scales with the incident energy

with maximum thickness achieved before damage to the substrate

0
of several hundred A. Preliminary pulsed LCVD results using the

system Fe from Fe(CO)5 yielded transmission vs. time curves

with only one decay region.

Although there is some contribution to the initial decay

region observed for pulsed LCVD Ni (CO)4 from defocusing of the

He-Ne beam due to the creation of a thermal lens in the laser

heated substrate, this effect alone does not explain the

deposition behavior. Similar induction times have been observed

using cw laser irradiaiton at relatively high powers on a msec

time scale.

Ali
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LASER HEATED TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS

In irder to understand the LCVD rate as a function of

irradiation time, in particular, the time and the resolution

enhancement effects discussed earlier at which reaction

initiation takes place, the laser generated surface tempera-

ture profile must be known. Methods of measuring surface

temperature on a submillisecond time scale and micron spatial

* scale do not currently exist and we are therefore forced to

rely on theoretical calculations calibrated with experimental

-data such as the time needed to melt a substrate at a specific

*. intensity and intensity profile. Such calculations are not

simple because the thermal and presumably also the optical

properties of the substrate vary with temperature even in the

*' absence of the complications introduced by the LCVD film.

Iterative calculations of the surface temperature as a

function of irradiation time were performed and the results are

sown in Fig. 4. These curves are qualitativly reasonable and

correlate well with the experimental data, but make several

assumptions which are not valid. In particular, it is assumed

that the thermal properties change uniformly throughout the

substrate although the temperature does not. Numerical integra-

tion calculations are under way to remove most of these

restrictions.

--- Z
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LCVD W/Si

W films were deposited on Si substrates using a Kr laser

source and WF 6 + H2 reactants. A curious growth pattern was

observed for some spot depositions. Single crystal W spikes

could be deposited with dimensions on the order of 40 - 50 pm

wide and 50 - 120 pm tall. These are similar in geometry to

the polycrystalline C and Si rods deposited by LCVD by Bauerle*

et.al., but the appearance of one or at most a few large crystals

* has not previously been observed. The growth rates measured

for these crystallites approach a mm/sec. Such structures

have not been observed for LCVD W on SiO2 using the CO2 laser for

*I  similar reactant concentrations. It appears that the difference

in growth habit is related to the large difference in the laser

heated areas in the two cases. Examination of a LCVD W spot on

Si where single crystal growth did not take place reveals the

familiar "volcano" shape observed in LCVD with the CO2 /SiO2

system. In the center of the volcano are small crystallites

which are miniature versions of the large single crystal. Be-

cause the Kr laser irradiates an area on the order to 10 Pm as

opposed to the hundreds of microns irradiated by the CO 2 laser,

it is possible for one or several of these crystallites to

dominate the growth. (LCVD W spikes have been deposited with

1 - 4 crystallites apparent in the SEM photographs.)

* (Appl. Phys. Lett. 40, 819 (1982)).

'i
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STUDENT SUPPORT

M.S. degrees in Materials Science were awarded to two

students supported by this program: A. B. Trigubo and Y.-C. Liu.

Their names appear on several of the publications listed herein.

In addition, an undergraduate work-study student, S. Mazuk,

was also supported. He will graduate with a B.S. degree in

4. Physics in June 1984 and plans to pursue graduate study in a

field related to the work he has done under AFOSR sponsorship.

CONTINUED RESEARCH

Work in LCVD will continue under the sponsorship of several

agencies. DOE is funding a program which has as its goal the

increased understanding of the limiting processes in LCVD such

as the optical effects discussed previously, diffusion and con-

vection. Semiconductor Research Corporation is funding further

work on small spot size deposition of metallic or semiconducting

* 'films with the technological goal of repair of transparent

microfaults in VLSIC masks.
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Laser chemical vapor deposition: A technique for selective area deposition
i',. S.D. Allen
[" " Center for Laser Studies. Uni'vrsity of Southern California, University Park, Los Angelas California 90007

(Received 5 May 1981; accepted for publication 17 July 1981)

Laser chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) uses a focused laser beam to locally heat the substrate
and drive the CVD deposition reacton. Several different deposition reactions and substrates have
been examined as a function of intensity and irradiation time using a CO2 laser source: Ni on SiO
Ti0 2 on SiO 2, TiC on SiO2 , and TiC on stainless steel. LCVD film thicknesses range from < 100 A
to > 20pm. Deposition rates of mm/min have been observed for LCVD Ni and 20pm/min for
LCVD TiO 2. The diameter of the deposited films is dependent on irradiation conditions and can
be as small as one tenth of the laser beam diameter. The LCVD films exhibit excellent physical
properties such as adherence, conductivity, hardness, and smoothness.

PACS numbers: 42.60.Kg, 81.15.Gh

INTRODUCTION transparent window and the transparent reactants onto an
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a technique for de- absorbing substrate, creating a localized hot spot at which

positing coatings or growing layers on a substrate that is the reaction takes place. The absorptivities of the reactants
widely used in the semiconductor, optics, and refractory ma- and the substrate determine the laser wavelength which is
terials industries. In conventional CVD gaseous compounds used.
which do not react at room temperature are passed over a Three different cases have been examined as a function

substrate heated to a temperature at which either the reac- of intensity and irradiation time using a CO2 laser source:

tants decompose or combine with other constituents to form deposition of a reflecting film on a absorbing substrate, Ni-

a layer on the substrate. In this work the properties of several /SiO; an absorber on an absorbing substrate, TiO2 and TiC-
different types of films deposited by selective area CVD us- /SiO2 ; and an absorber on a reflecting substrate, TiC/stain-

ing a laser heat source are reported. less steel.
The use of a laser as the heat source for chemical vapor Initial experiments on LCVD on SiO2 substrates were

deposition offers several distinct advantages: {aj spatial reso- carried out using the experimental apparatus illustrated in

lution and control; (b) limited distortion of the substrate; (c) Fig. 2. The laser was a cw CO2 rated nominally at 20 W, but

the possibility of cleaner films due to the small area heated; usually run at about 10 W. Attenuation was provided by a
(d) availability of rapid, i.e., non-equilibrium, heating and ZnSe Brewster angle polarizer using two Brewster angle
cooling rates; and (e) the ability to interface easily with laser plates at opposing angles to minimize beam walkoff. Al-

annealing and diffusion of semiconductor devices and laser though the beam profile without the attenuator is approxi-

processing of metals and alloys. It should be possible to gen- mately TEMoo, multiple reflections in the thin ZnSe plates

erate deposits of almost any material that can be deposited introduce some distortion in the attenuated beam profile.

by conventional CVD and probably some which cannot. The removable power meter and/or fluorescent viewing

Possible applications include: IC mask and circuit repair; plates were used to check power stability and beam quality.
writing interconnects for IC circuits; one-step ohmic con- Irradiation time was controlled by a mechanical shutter with

tacts; localized protective coatings; localized coatings for
waveguide optics; and localized wear and corrosion resistant LASER CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
coatings.

The deposition of material by thermal decomposition
using a laser heat source was first reported for graphite from ]7 AnA ENT

a hydrocarbon vapor in 1972' at the Third International REACTANTS

Conference on Chemical Vapor Deposition. At the same
conference the following year, D. M. Mattox 2 reported the LASER
LCVD of W by H2 reduction of WF6 using a multimode CW
CO2 laser translated across a SiO 2 substrate. More recently,
the LCVD of polycrystalline Si from SiH, by Christensen
and Lakin,3 and CoO from cobalt acety acetonate and air by
Steen" has been reported. In both cases, a CO2 laser source
and glass or quartz substrates were used.

I. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE TRANSPARENT ABSORBINGWINDOW SUBSTRATE

Las chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) is best de-
scribed by referring to Fig. I. The laser is focused through a FIG. 1. Requiremets for LCVD.

iS 6601 J. Appl. Phys. 2(11). Nowmber 1661 0021-8979/81/116501-05501.10 ® 1981 Ameulcan Instite of Physics 6501
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"-. length AR-coated ZnSe lens through a NaCI window. The Laer bem diameter. D, =0 Trm

reactions studied to date include: a
1 4C - proportional to the square root of the irradiation time t, as

NiC , Ni --CO on quartz. shox n in Fig. 3. If the spot diameter is plotted against the

.. c calculated surface temperature as in Fig. 4, the data for a
TiCl + H, + CO, - TiO2 + HCI + CO on quartz, wide range of deposition conditions (IOX in power; 200X in

t200*c irradiation time) lie on the same curve. For the range of spot
TiCI4 + CH4 - TiC + HCI on quartz and stainless steel. sizes and irradiation times used, the surface temperature is

proportional to It 2 (Refs. 9,10) where to is the incident
The temperatures given for the reactions are the minimum intensity and t is the irradiation time. From Fig. 4 it is appar-
deposition temperatures for the equilibrium CVD process.' ent that there is an effective threshold for the deposition to

A. LCD Nioccur. The diameter of the Ni spot increases rapidly above
A. LCVD Ni threshold but the rate of increase levels off for longer irradia-

The depo:ition of Ni from Ni(COI, is a well-known pro- tion times and higher laser powers. This is particularly ap-
cess and forms the basis for a purification technique for Ni, parent for the P1, = 0.5 W points. For incident powers higher
the Mond process.' The equilibrium kinetics of the CVD than 0.5 W the deposited spot continued to grow for longer
reaction have been studied by Carlton and Oxley," /ho con- irradiation times, but at a sloA er rate. The spot diameters, in
cluded that both heterogeneous and homogeneous reaction any case, are less than the diameter of the depositing laser

% ,_mechanisms contribute to the deposition. The absorption beam, D = 0.6 mm, over most of the range of deposition
spectra of Ni(CO)4 in the 9-11 pm range is dominated by a conditions. This resolution enhancement can be understood
combination band at 920 cm- t(Ref. 8) but at the pressure by referring to Fig. 5. The surface temperature distribution is
used (40 Torn the absorption of a l-cm pathlength at 10.6 a Gaussian and the reaction occurs over that part of the

-m (943 cm ') is less than 1%. Gaussian that is above the threshold temperature, effectis ely

Two parimeters of importance in evaluating LCVD are selecting the center of the Gaussian beam. Figure 6(a) is a
J the resolution attainable, i.e., the minimum spot size, and the profilimeter trace" of such a deposited spot illustrating the

thickness of the deposit as a function of the irradiation condi- truncated Gaussian shape.
tions. For the LCVD of Ni on SiO the spot diameter is There is a change in the character of the deposition pro-

j*3
FWHH, MICRONS

FIG. 3. Spot diameter (full-%%idth at half
L- height, FWHH of Ni films deposited on

quartz as a function of irradiation time.

5.0 2 Laser beam diameter, D,,,. =6001im.

lOW

9Q0.5W S

IRRADIATION TIME (SEC)
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TEHPERTURE

FIG. 5. Temperature distribution on a
surface irradiated by a Gaussian laser
beam.

0 DISTANCE FROM CENTER
OF BEAM

file at the point in Fig. 4 where the curve becomes linear. A cooler regions outside the center of the spot; (iii) at sufficient-
profilimeter trace" of such a spot is given in Fig. 6(b). Except ly high temperatures, carbon can be deposited by dispropor-
for the 0.5 W points, all of the films produced in the linear tionation of CO on the Ni surface and this might account for
region of Fig. 4 show this doubled-humped profile. The pro- the observed nodules.
filimeter traces, confirmed by SEM photographs, also show The thickness of the deposited Ni films as a function of
a roughened surface on the inside slopes of the "volcano" irradiation time t for various laser powers is given in Fig. 7.
shape. Other parts of the deposited spot were essentially fea- The functional dependence of the film thickness on irradi-
tureless ( < 100 A) while these areas had surface features on tion parameters is more complex than in the case of the de-
the order of 2000 k in diameter. There are several possible posited spot diameter. The initial deposition rate is linear in t
explanations for these phenomena which are currently un- and varies from 1000/um/min for incident power Po = 5 W,
der investigation: (i) convection is beginning to play a role in to 60pm/min for Po = 0.5 W. The deposition rate at all
the deposition rate, favoring the edge of the spot; (ii) the incident laser powers decreases at a point corresponding to
center of the spot becomes too hot and the sticking coefli- the onset of linear dependence in Fig. 4. At this same point,
cient for the reactants decreases, favoring deposition in the for incident powers greater than I W, the film profiles begin

to show the doubled-humped "volcano" shape mentioned
-. previously. The thickness plot for these data therefore splits

2004 5.0 W into two curves when the profile shape changes; the upper
3 msec curve corresponding to the maximum thickness and the low-

*er to the thickness at the center of the deposited spot.
From a knowledge of the optical constants of quartz

and Ni, one would predict that film thicknesses would be
"self-limited" to approximately 200 A using an optical heat
source. The absorptivity of SiO 2 is approximately 0.9 at 10.6

loser beam diameter pAm (Ref. 12) and the absorptivity of Ni is approximately
0.05.'" One would therefore expect that once several hun-

.(a) 06 mm dred angstroms of metal were deposited on the substrate, the
5.0 W absorptivity of the surface would decrease by a factor of 18,
70 msec the laser power absorbed, and the surface temperature

would decrease correspondingly, and metal deposition
would cease. This is obviously not the case as films of Ni on

L10.'4 SiO 2 up to I pm in thickness have been deposited. Some
evidence of thickness self-limiting is seen in the Ni deposi-
tion at low-incident laser powers, i.e., Po = 0.5 W, for long
irradiation times. It is also observed in cases of multiple irra-
diation of a single site. The film thickness produced for n
irradiations is less than n x the thickness for a single irradia-
tion. A proper explanation of these results will require a

(b) 100 microns knowledge of the deposition dynamics.
The hardness of LCVD Ni films was demonstrated by

FIG. 6. l enpdlnle of LCVD Ni ilms. their resistance to scratching by a hardened steel pin. The

11M J. AW. fht., Vol. 52, No. 11, Novww 196 1 Suan D Allen 6503
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exceptions ssere those coatin e deposited considerably above linear or slightly greater than linear function of the irradia-
threshold, which %ere softer The LCVD Ni films passed the tion time, similar to the near-.hreshold behavior of Ni/SO.
Scotch tape adherence test %\ ith the same exception as in the Fig. 7). No evidence of self-limiting is observed or v ould be
hardness tests. Coatings produced by irradiation at high in- expected on the basis of the bulk optical constants TiO. has
tensities for long times partially peeled \%hen scrubbed with a greater absorptivity than SiO. at 10.6pm and multiple n,

an alcohol-soaked cotton swab. The thickness of the LCVD irradiations of the same site produced thicker films than
Ni films ranged from 100 A to I pm. The electrical conduc- would be predicted from n X (a single irradiation). Measured
tivity was measured as less than 4 x 10- .D cm for a 550-A deposition rates range from 2-20pm/min.
thick, large area film. Grain size, as measured by SEM, was The resolution enhancement observed in the spot diam-
less thin 100 A for most films. Nodules 2000 A in diameter eter of the Ni/SiO, system is also seen in the TiO- 'S!O. but
appeared on the inside slopes of the double-humped films no "volcano" thickness profiles were observed. The spatial
deposited considerably above threshold. profile could be tailored depending on irradiation conditions

as shown in Fig. 8 from flat-topped to sharply peaked. These

B. LCVD TiO2  thickness profiles were measured using the interference col-

The reaction for the TiO. deposition in the initial ex- ors observed in reflection microscopy and 'sere cheAed by

perimnents belongs to a class kno%% n as "water-gas" reactions.
In these reactions, H, and CO. combine at high tempera-
tures to generate H0 which reacts locally with an easily THICKNESS. MICRONS

hydrol) zable compound, in this case, TiC14, to yield the 0.2

product oxide. Deposition of oxide films by conventional D,/e 2
' 3.0 Nv

CVD is difficult," producing in many cases thin, pinhole-
rich films with poor adherence. B A -O.2 'e:) 0

TiCI4 was vacuum-distilled into a side-arm tube of the C -lo(. 2 sec), ao

deposition cell and 205 Torr each of CO, and H, added. The 0. A

partial pressure of TiCI4 was 12.4 Torr, the room-tempera-
ture vapor pressure. TiCI4 is transparent at the CO-deposit- C

ing laser wavelength. / / • S

The range of irradiation conditions over vhich TiO, - / S \' /" l ,5 K' RONS " t

can be deposited on quartz is narrosser than that achieved . ." I I
A ith Ni/SiO., because the higher reaction temperature is
close to the SiO, melting point. From the limited data avail- FIG. 8 Thickness profiles of LCVD TiO. films. (A) single irraJ..cion of0.5

able to date, the film thickness for LCVD TiO 2/SiO, is a sec. IBi 10irradiations of0 25 ,ec each, (C 20irridiatio;isofO l: cih.
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stylus profilimetry.' For a single irradiation under condi. IL CONCLUSIONS
tions considerably above threshold the sharply peaked pro. In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that LCVD can
file of Fig. 8(a) was observed. Multiple irradiation just barely be used to deposit films of several different types of materials

- " above threshold produced the flat, uniform profile shown in with area resolution equal to or better than the laser beam
Fig. 8(c). For deposition conditions lying between the two diameter. Reflective films deposited on absorbing substrates
extremes, the broadly-peaked profile of Fig. 8(b) resulted. are not limited in thickness to several hundred A by the
Various film thickness profiles are thus possible with a Gaus- changes in optical absorption as the films are deposited. In
sian laser intensity profile. This result is probably due to a fact, Ni films several microns thick have been produced on
combination of both diffusion and heat low kinetics, quartz substrates. The cross-section shape of the deposited

The TiO2 films were clear and adherent. None was e spot depends on reactants and irradiation conditions, vary.
moved with vigorous scrubbing with an alcohol-soaked cot- ing from truncated Gaussian to flat-topped to a "volcano"
ton swab. Preliminary results on the composition of the de- shape. Physical properties of the deposited films are good to
posited films using scanning Auger microscopy (SAM) excellent. Other possible combinations of laser and substrate
indicate that the composition, TiO, changes somewhat over for LCVD include: visible lasers for semiconductor sub-
the diameter of the larger deposited spots. strates, i.e., Si and GaAs, near UV lasers for glass substrates,

and Nd:YAG lasers for metallic substrates.
C. LCVD TIC

In conventional CVD of TiC (Ref. 5) the metal halide is ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
combined with a hydrocarbon and H2. For the LCVD ex- The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance fur-
periments 220 Tor of CH4 was added to a cell with a side- nished by Prof. A. Burg in the handling of NiCO)4. This
arm of vacuum distilled liquid TiCI4. The presence of H2  work was supported in part by a grant from AFOSR under
buffer gas is obviously not necessary for deposition of LCVD the technical cognizance of H. Schlossberg.
TiC as deposits up to l-pm thick were formed on both steel
and quartz substrates. The combination of a much lower
absorptivity and a higher thermal conductivity means that
the incident intensity necessary to achieve the deposition

"" . temperature for TiC is at least 102 greater on steel than on
quartz. A Photon Sources I .4-KW cw CO2 laser was used for 'H. Lydtin, Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Chemi-

cal Vapor Deposition, edited by F. A. Glaski (Am. Nucl. Soc., Hinsdale,* the steel deposition experiments. Coating thickness on steel Illinois 1972), p. 121.
substrates was measured by slant cutting the substrate and 2R. S. Berg and D. M. Mattox, Proceedings ofthe Fourth International
using SEM/EDAX to probe the Ti concentration across the Conferenre on Chemical Vapor Depositon, edited by F. A. Glaski (Am.
depth of the coating. Stylus profilimetry was used to inca- Nucl. Soc., Hindsdale, Illinois, 1973, p. 196.

'C. P. Christensen and K. M. Lakin, Appl. Phys. Lett. 32,254 (1978).sure coating thickness on quartz and polished steel "W. M. Steen, Adv. in Surface Coating Tech., International Conference on
substrates. Advances in Surface Coating Techniques, London, February, 1978.

The thickness of LCVD TiC on SiG 2 substrates shows a sC. F. Powell, I. E Campbell. and B. W. Gonser, Vapor Plating (Wiley,inear depenee on the irradiation time subsim o s at New York, 1955).linear dependence on the irradiation time t similar to that 'L. Mond, Proc. R. Inst. 0. B. 13, 668 (1892).observed for TiO 2 and near threshold for Ni on quartz sub- 'H. E. Carlton, and J. H Oxley, AIChEJ 12, 86 (1966).
strates. No evidence of self-limiting was observed for the Be. L. Crawford and P. C. Cross, J. Chem. Phys. 6,535 (1938).
range of laser powers and irradiation times used. Multiple 'N. Sparks. J. Appi. Phys. 47, 37 (1976); M. Sprkws and E. Loh, J. Opt.- irradiations could be used to build up coating thickness on Soc. Am. 69, 847 (1979).irradia s cs 'M. Lax, J. Appl. Phys. 48, 3919 (1977; Appl. Phys. Lets., 33,76 (19781.
both quartz and steel with the rate of increase larger on the "Talystep Prfilimeter measurements perforned courtesy of J. Bennett,
steel substrates. In several cases, multiple irradiations of a NWC, China Lake, California. Tenor proflimeftr mersuremalts cour.
single site resulted in a melted area, indicating a greatly in- say of Griot Assoc., Los Angeles. California.

creaed ouplng fficenc ofthe ase int th subtrae "D. E. Gray, American Institute of Physcs Handbook (McGraw-Hill, New-creased oupling efficiency of the laser into the substrate York, 1972).
once a TiC layer had been deposited. "IL E. Howarth and W. 0. Spitzer, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 44,26 (1%1).
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Summary Abstract: Properties of several types of films deposited by laser
CVD

S. D. Allen, A. B. Trigubo, and M. L. Teisinger

University of Southern California, Center for Laser Studies, University Park, Los Angeles California 90007

(Received 20 November 1981; accepted 2 December 1981)

PACS numbers: 68.55. + b, 81.15.Gh, 79.20.Ds, 42.78.Hk

Films of TiO2, GaAs, and TiC have been deposited by laser diation conditions over which deposition was observed was
chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) on quartz and TiC de- quite narrow: D, /e2 0.6 mm; Po = 2-3 W; and t = 2-12 s.
posited on steel using 20 and 1350 W cw CO2 lasers, respec- For higher incident powers, deposition occurred in a ring
tively. LCVD is an adaptation of conventional CVD using a around a center devoid of measurable GaAs. The surface
laser heat source. The laser is focused through a transparent temperatures achieved under these irradiation conditions
window and the transparent gaseous reactants onto an ab- are approximately the same as used for conventional

sorbing substrate, creating a localized hot spot at which the MO CVD: 600-900 'C.
deposition reaction takes place. The optical absorptivities of The LCVD films were not continuous and showed a
the reactants and the substrate determine the laser wave- strong effect of nucleation sites on the substrate as shown in
length which is used. Previous work in LCVD has empha- Fig. 2. The scratches on the surface of the substrate are read-
sized deposition of atomic films such as W', Si2 , and Ni3 . The ily apparent in the growth of the film. This type of deposition
compounds investigated in this work were chosen as repre- has been observed in conventional CVD on similar sub-
sentatives of materials for which selected area deposition strates' Deposition rates were much slower than observed
would be desirable for optical coatings, hard coatings, and for other LCVD materials': 150-500 kis, but were compa-
electronic applications. rable to rates observed in conventional MOCVD." Film

The experimental apparatus used for deposition on quartz thickness could be built up by multiple irradiations of the
- is shown in Fig. I. The He-Ne beam collinear with the de-

positing CO2 beam was used to monitor the deposition of the
film in real time. The change in reflectivity for the CO beam
as the film was deposited was also monitored.

TiO was deposited from TiCl4 + CO2 + H2.TiCl4 was
. - vacuum distilled into a side-arm tube of the deposition cell

and 205 T each of CO2 and H2 added. The partial pressure of
TiCI4 was 12.4 T, the room temperature vapor pressure. The
irradiation conditions were: laser beam diameter D, /e2

= 0.8-3.0 mm; laser power P = 5-10 W; and irradiation
time I = 0.1-1.0 s. The measured deposition rate was 300-
3000 /s. The LCVD TiO2 films were clear and adherent.
Other properties are given in Ref. 3.

GaAs was deposited using the reaction: Ga
(CH) 3 + As(CH3 ), + H 2--. GaAs + CH4. Both Ga(CH).
and As(CH,). were distilled into the side-arm of the deposi-
tion cell and 150 T of H2 added. The side-arm of the cell was
maintained at 0 "C and the vapor pressures of Ga(CH)' and
As(CH3 . were 65 and 98 T, respectively. The range of irra-

/ WIRE GRID AR COATED S.

POLARIZER ZnSe LENS PHOTOOIODE

FIG. I. Schematic diagram of the low power LCVD apparatus. FIG. 2. SEM photograph of LCVD GaAs film (2 W. I I s)
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FiG. 3. (a) SEM photograph of fracture cross section of LCVD TiC film on carbon tel. (b) Ti x-ray map of the same area.

same site, resulting in films several microns thick and better TiC track is given in Fig. 3(a) along with the Ti x-ray map of
but not complete coverage. In one case, the laser irradiated a the same area [Fig. 3(b)]. The Ti is concentrated in the fine
site where some of the liquid material had condensed. The grained region shown in Fig. 3(a) which corresponds to the
deposition rate observed was several orders of magnitude LCVD TiC coating. The fine grained material has a grain
greater than in a "clean" site. The composition of the LCVD size of 500-1000 A. These LCVD tracks show increased sur-
GaAs films was analyzed using SEM/EDAX. The Ga/AS face hardness but are not thick enough (typically 0.51. LO)
ratio varied with irradiation conditions from 0.3 to 2.0, for the hardness to be measured directly.
bracketing the value for pure GaAs, 0.73. In conclusion, several different types of compound films

In order to deposit TiC on carbon steel substrates, several have been deposited using LCVD. The results are promising
orders of magnitude more laser power is necessary due to the but the deposition conditions have not been optimized and
decreased absorptivity and increased thermal diffusivity of further work is necessary.
the steel relative to quartz. TiC was deposited from TiCI4 at

* the room temperature vapor pressure of 12 T and CH. or
C2H2 (200 T) with and without H2 (200 T). The high power
LCVD apparatus consisted of a stainless steel tank electro- 1R. S. Berg and D. M. Mattox. in Proceedings of the Fourth International

* less Ni plated with x and y translation stages driven by an Conference on Chemical Vapor Deposition, edited by F. A. Glaski (Amer.
* external stepping motor. Coating tracks were deposited by Nuclear Soc.. Hinsdale, I11.. 1973), p. 1%6.

traslaingthe substrate under the stationary CO2 laser C. P. Christensen and K. M. Lakin, Appi. Phys. Lett. 32,254(J1978).tr gS. D. Allen, 3. App. Phys. 52,6501 (198 1).
beam. Incident powers were 500-1200 W, Di/e2 = 1-2 mm "P. D. Dapkus, H. M. Manasevit, and K. L. Hess, J. Cryst. Growth 55, 10
and translation speeds of 3-6 mm/s. (1981).

A SEM of the fracture crass section of a typical LCVD VP. D. Dapkus (private communicatbon).
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Laser chemical vapor deposition of selected area Fe and W films ")
S. D. Allen and A. B. Tringubo
Center for Laser Studies, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-1112

(Received 2 September 1982; accepted for publication 2 November 1982)

Localized deposition of thin films of W and Fe in both spot and line geometries has been
demonstrated by laser chemical vapor deposition using a CO2 laser and several different gaseous
reactants. Although optical self-limiting of the deposit thickness was observed under some
irradiation conditions, films several thousand A thick could be deposited with good physical
properties. Radial dimensions were less than or equal to the laser beam diameter (D,,,, = 600

,. PACS numbers: 81.15.Gh, 78.65.Ez, 73.60.Dt

High-resolution pattern generation for both IC's and sity profile of pulses I ins or longer was approximately a step
printed wiring is normally accomplished with multistep function with some initial overshoot, as measured using a
photoresist techniques. There are some applications, how- HgCdTe detector. The reactions studied include
ever, where additive photoresist processing is very difficult 6 W C

or impossible, e.g., repair of IC's and the photomask itself;
tuning and trimming of circuit elements that require addi- 3SOc

tion of material; custom design; and large-area depositions W(CO)6 -- W + CO:
on nonflat surfaces such as interconnects on large Si wafers 370c

- . and high-resolution printed wfring. In these and similar si- Fe(CO)5 -. Fe + CO.
tuations, a method ofdirect or maskless pattern generation is The temperatures given for the reactions are the minimum

Sdesirable. Laser chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) is one of reacommended deposition temperatures for the convention-
several recently developed techniques utilizing a laser to ef- al CVD process.' Because the amount of reactant used dur-
fect localized deposition. " For LCVD' and other thermally ing LCVD is a small fraction of the total concentration, the

* driven laser deposition,' the laser wavelength is chosen such depositions were carried out with closed reaction cells.
that reactants are transparent and the substrate absorbing. Fe(CO)5

*..'. Focusing the laser through the gaseous reactants onto the Fe )
substrate creates a localized hot spot at which the deposition j0 x
takes place.

LCVD of metals, insulators, and semiconductors has C1
previously been reported.' For the LCVD of Ni from Z
Ni(CO on quartz substrates using a cw CO2 laser,' it was Q 10
found that the deposition rate was a constant with irradia-
tion time for a constant-intensity laser pulse. This behavior is PRESSURE 27 T
not what would be expected for deposition using an optical Z ROOM TEMPERATURE
heat source. For the case of a reflecting (i.e., metal) film de- U. 9 Po 5,5 W
posited on a highly absorbing substrate, the absorbed laser K? X P0  2.2W
intensity, and therefore the substrate temperature, decreases
as the film is deposited. As a result, the deposition rate (a) 10-2 0- 100 SEC
should also decrease. We report here the LCVD of Fe and W um/sec Fc (CO),films, and the observation of optical self-limiting of the film FE PO 5.5W

thickness for some irradiation conditions. I x po:2.2W
LCVD depositions were carried out using both the ap- 101

paratus previously described' and a modification described W
below. The new apparatus utilizes an electrically pulsed, <
tunable cw CO2 laser with maximum output power of 40 W.
Attenuation of the beam was provided by a wire-grid polar- Z
izer. A removable power meter and/or fluorescent viewing P
plates were used to check power stability and beam quality. 0
The beam was focused through a NaCI window onto the CL

absorbing substrate with a 10-in.-focal-length AR-coated 0
ZnSe lens. The beam profile at the substrate was approxi- 10 11
mately gaussian with a D,,,, t.60Opm. The temporal inten- (b) 10- 10- 100 sec

FIG. I. (a) LCVD Ilm thickness as a function of irradiation time IFe from
supportd in mpart by Air Force Offioe of Sciatik Research Grant No, Fe(CO)J]. (b) Apparent deposition rate (film thickness/irradiation timel as
AFOSR 79-0135. a function of irradiation time Fe from Fe(CO)j.

1641 J. Appl. Phys. 5 i(3). March 1983 0021-8279/83/031641-0302.40 1983 American Institute of Physics 164
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Fe(CO1,. a liquid at room temperature, was vacuum dis- A F, C0 _ PC 5.5 A
tilled into a side arm of the deposition cell using a vacuum acL L
system with a base pressure of 5 x 10 - ' Torr. Care was taken
to avoid illumination of the cell with fluorescent light in or-
der to suppress the photochemical formation of FeICO),,.7  V -
The deposition wavelength of 10.6pim was chosen because it wUz /

. lies at an absorption minimum in the spectra of Fe(CO),.' "  4 -
The room-temperature vapor pressure of 27 Torr was used
for all deposition measurements.9

The thickness of the LCVD Fe films as a function of 2 0"

irradiation time r for several laser pow ers is given in Fig. I (al. _
For irradiation times longer than the maximum given for .. 1----------
each case, the deposition thickness profiles deviated signifi. 1 2 3 4 5'

cantly from the truncated gaussian shape observed' for short T 3 X 1 C .%$
irradiation times. In contrast to the similar data for Ni,' the " 12 SEC
thickness is not a linear function of the irradiation time. and FIG 2 LCVD film thizkn, for multiple irradiai ,.t e,' [Fr .-

the lower intensity data 12.2 NV) exhibits a steeper slope Fe, COl.

(thickness proportional to rT" than the higher intensity
points 15.5 W, thickness proportional to 7" s). The same data
is replotted in Fig. 1(b) as the apparent deposition rate, de- however, showed very high resistivities which increased
fined as the deposit thickness divided by the irradiation time. with time, implying heavy oxidation of the thin (250 A , litrs.
The actual deposition rate is a more complicated function of Optimization of scan speed should produce thicker deposits
the heating time and the changing absorptivity of the surface which would minimize the effects of oxidation. Single-site
during deposition, but this definition serves to illustrate qua- irradiation has produced films 1 pm thick.
litatively the optical self-limiting of the film thickness. For LCVD of W from WAF6 + H. was carried out as a func-
the shortest irradiation times, 2 ms, the higher incident laser tion of irradiation conditions for WF, pressures ranging

intensity yields a faster deposition rate, in accord with the from 40 to 200 Torr with a constant H, pressure of 400 Torr.
higher laser-generated surface temperature. As the irradia- The deposition wavelength lies on the shoulder of an absorp-

tion time increases, however, the deposited film reflects in- tion band," but the total absorption for the pressures used

creasing amounts of the incident energy and the surface tem- was 5% or less. The apparent deposition rate is plotted in
perature decreases. The deposition rate should therefore Fig. 3 as a function of the irradiation time. In this case. the

approach a constant for long irradiation times. Before this deposition was carried out with the same laser intensity, but
point, however, other limiting mechanisms come into play. with different concentrations of WF,. The higher concentra-
For example, diffusion processes may lead to a decreased tions of WF6 yielded greater initial deposition rates, as ex-
reactant concentration at the center of the laser-heated spot pected from kinetic considerations, which decreased faster
for relatively long irradiation times, resulting in decreased with increasing irradiation time. For irradiation times on the

deposition at the spot center. This phenomenon has been order of I s, the apparent deposition rate is the same for bath
"- iobserved as changes in the LCVD film thickness profile from reactant concentrations. (The lower pressure data for times

truncated gaussian to flat-topped to a volcano shape with greater than I s is spuriously high because of buckling of the

increasing irradiation time for most systems observed.'
Another indication that optical self-limiting is occur-

ring is given by the data of Fig. 2. Multiple irradiations of 3
ms each at 5.5 W incident power were made on a single site.
After the initial deposition of approximately 500 A, no addi- P0 " 20W
tional deposition is observed. For the multiple depositions, - 10 PwF, 190 T
the site is allowed to cool to ambient between each irradia- U6
tion, and change in reflectivity from the uncoated quartz " O Pwr6= 80 T

(R = 0.10) to several hundred A of Fe (R = 0.94) t° would ,-2 400T
decrease the laser-generated surface temperature by almost 0 100  

2

an order of magnitude. For the continuously irradiated site, "
the decrease in surface absorptivity occurs on an already o

a.heated substrate, and the surface temperature decreases, but .

may remain above the deposition temperature.
The deposited spots and lines were adherent, hard, 10

shiny, and metallic looking. Surface microstructure was si-
milar to Ni deposited from Ni (CO)4, and was essentially I 10.t

featureless to less than the resolution of the scanning elec- 10 10 10 10
tron microscope (100 A). Resistivity measurements on lines FIG. 3. Apparent deposition ratelfilm thickness/irradiation time) _ func-
generated by translating the substrate under the laser beam, tion of irradiation time jW from WF, + H:.

",A'A, J 4wV Phv$.. Vol. 54. No. 3 March 1983 S. D. Allen and A B. Tringubo 1642
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W films.) This functional behavior is consistent with the op- + CO.' In this case, the surface temperature of the substrate
tical self-limiting mechanism. after the deposition of a thin film of Ni is still above the

Lines were again generated by translating the substrate minimum deposition temperature. Initial deposition rates
under the laser beam at speedsof l-l0cm/s. Cross-sectional on the order of 10jpm/s were oberved, and films several
profiles were approximately trapezoidal with widths varying thousand A thick could be deposited. In order to generate
from 150 to 400 pm depending on scan speed and incident thicker films of these materials, the laser power should be
intensity. Resistivity measurements of lines 0.5 cm long, 600 increased to compensate for the decreased absorptivity of the
• thick, and 400pm wide and 0.5 cm long. 1500 A thick, and substrate. Experiments to monitor the reflected infrared
"60pm wide yielded 2 X 10- and 6 X 10- ohm cm, respec- beam intensity with the goal of real-time control of the inci-
tively. These numbers compare favorable to the bulk resis- dent laser power are in progress. Spot diameters varied from
tivity of W, p = 6x 10- ' ohm cm,'0 particularly since the 150 to 600 pm (0.25 to I times the laser beam diameter), and

SLCVD conditions have not been optimized. With the excep- spot diameters on the order of I pm should be attainable
tion of irradiation times much greater than I s, the LCVD with shorter wavelength lasers. Physical properties of the

- ,,- films were quite adherent. Scanning electron microscope ex- LCVD films are good to excellent when deposited under the
amination of the LCVD films revealed surface structure that proper irradiation conditions.

." varied from smooth (no observable features greater than 100
A), to grandular nodules approximately 1000 A in diameter,
to small crystallites approximately 3000 A in diameter. This
change in surface structure appears to be related to both 'S. D. Allen, J. Appi Phys. 52. 6501 (198 11.
irradiation conditions and diffusion processes. 2J. CI. Puippe, R. E. Acosta, and R. J. von Gutfeld, J. Electr,,che'. Soc.

Only preliminary data has been obtained on LCVD W 128. 2530 (19811.
from WCOI because of several o.A solid at D J. Ehrlich. R. M. Osgood, Jr., and T. F. Deutsch, IEEE . Quantum

cmlctosElectron. QE-16, 1233 (19801.
room temperature, W(CO)6 has a vapor pressure of less than "V. Baranauskas, C. 1. Z. Mammana, R. E. Klinger, and J. E. Greene,
0. 1 Torr at 30 *C.' The deposition rate observed for such a Appl. Phys. Lett. 36. 93011980).
low concentration was very low, requiring several seconds to ss. D. Allen, A. B. Trigubo, and M. L. Teisinger, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 20,

469 (1982)." -"deposit a visible metallic film. At the higher pressures ob- C. F. Powell, J. H. Oxley and J. M. Blocker, Jr., VaporDeposition (Wiley,
tained with a heated deposition cell (P = 20 Torr at 105 "C), New York, 1966).

" there is significant absorption of the 10.6-pm wavelength.'" 'R. K Sheline and K. S. Pitzer, J. Am. Chem. Soc 72, 1107 (1950).
Eaneriments at other wavelengths are in progress. 'W. F. Edgell, W. E. Wilson, and R. Sunmitt, Spectrochim. Acta 19, 863

(19%3).
In conclusion, we have shown that for a constant inten- (0rganic Synthesis Via Metal Carboyls, edited by 1. Winder and P. Pino

sity laser pulse, the change in absorptivity of the substrate/ (Wiley, New York. 1968).
.: film combination can lead to self-limiting of the film thick- '"American Institute of Physics Handbook, edited by D. E. Gray (McGraw-

ness for some materials. The effect is more pronounced for Hill, New York, 1972).
"T. G. Burke, D. F. Smith, and A. H. Nielsen, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 447

reactions occurring at higher temperatures and was not ob- (1952).
served for the very low temperature reaction, Ni(CO)4-Ni '2L. H. Jones, Spectrochim. Acta 19, 329 (1963).
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ABSTRACT

Metal, dielectric and semiconductor films have
*..been deposited by laser chemical vapor deposition
*'' (LCVD) using both pulsed and cw laser sourceston

a variety of substrates. For LCVD on substrates
such as quartz, the deposition was monitored
optically in both transmission and reflection
using a collinear visible laser and the depositing
CO2 laser. Deposition initiation and rate were
correlated with irradiation conditions, the laser
generated surface temperature, and the changing
optical properties of the filmpsubstrate during
deposition. Single crystallites of W greater
than 100 pm tall were deposited using a Kr laser
on Si substrates.

INTRODUCTION

Laser chemical vapor deposition (LCID) is one of several recently developed
laser deposition techniques [1]. The goals of these new methods are predom-
inantly twofold: 1) maskless pattern generation by direct laser writing and

* .2) deposition of materials with novel properties such as controlled structure
and grain size, increased adherence, modified electrical properties, and en-
hanced deposition at low temperatures. These effects can be achieved by

-' -"localizing the heated area in the thermal processes and by absorbing the laser

energy directly into the reactive species in the photochemical processes.

LCVD is an adaptation of conventional CVD using a laser heat source. The
laser is focused through a transparent window and the transparent gaseous
reactants onto an absorbing substrate, creating a localized hot spot at which
the deposition reaction takes place. Although the process is thermal, it can

be employed for deposition on heat sensitive structures because the heating is
localized. The very rapid deposition rates (>100 jm/sec) achievable with LCVD,
in combination with fast laser heating rates (- 1010 °C/sec) should allow the
deposition of very small area (51 1.m diameter) coatings with a minimum heat
affected zone in the substrate. Modification of structural and electrical
properties can be achieved by control of the laser heated surface temperature,
growth rate, dopants, and post growth annealing. Metal [2,3], semiconductor
[4], and dielectric [3,4] films have been deposited by LCVD on a variety of

substrates using both pulsed and cw lasers in this laboratory. In this paper
we will discuss the LCVD of metal films on quartz and Si substrates using CO2
and Kr lasers.

For the deposition of a reflecting (i.e., metal) film on a highly absorbing
substrate using a constant intensity optical heat source, it would be expected
that the film would be optically self-limited to a thickness on the order of

* .. o .. ..,. - ,. ..-.. *-*. J*- . .
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the optical absorption depth or several hundred A. As the film is deposited
the absorbed laser intensity decreases and therefore the substrate tempera-
ture and the deposition rate decrease. A comparison of the optical constants
of most metals and quartz at 10.6 Lm shows that the absoritivity changes by
approximately an order of magnitude once several hundred A of metal are de-
posited and the surface temperature should decrease accordingly. The LCVD
process, in this case, can be characterized by an initial surface temperature
rise to near the deposition temperature, a decrease in the surface temperature
as the film is deposited, and, finally, attainment of an equilibrium temper-
ature which may or may not be above the minimum deposition temperature. The
effective deposition rate, defined as the deposit thickness divided by the
irradiation time, is thus a complicated function of not only the irradiation
conditions and the reaction kinetics but alsothe optical constants of both
the substrate and the LCVD film.

EXPERIMENTAL

LCVD Ni, Fe, W/SiO 2

For the LCVD of W from WF6 + H on quartz substrates using a CO laser,
the expected optical self-limiting does occur, with the deposited film thick-
ness under most conditions independent of the irradiation time with a
maximum film thickness is 2500 - 5000 X depending on irradiation conditions
and reactant concentration. At the other extreme, the LCVD rate for Ni
from Ni(CO), is linear with irradiation time up to a film thickness of several
thousand A tor a range of incident intensities. LCVD Fe from Fe(CO)5 is an
intermediate case with the film thickness, 1, proportional to the irradiation
time, T 0 8 , for an incident power of 2.2 W and to -05 for an incident power
of 5.5 W [3].

In order to understand this behavior, optical monitoring of the LCVD film
deposition was undertaken with the apparatus shown in Fig. 1. The laser is
an electrically pulsed, line tunable cw CO with maximum output power of 40 W.

2

~~SER

WIRE GRID AR COATED Si
/-POLARIZER ZnSe LENS PHOTODIODE

4

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the LCVD apparatus.
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TABLE 1
Relative and calculated surface temperature for different irradiation
conditions (W from T 6 + H2 )

(W) (msec) s T (caic)(Wn 4ec (0)

4.7 55.8 35.1 810
7.0 22.5 33.2 880

10.0 10.9 33.0 950
15.0 4.9 33.2 990

assumptions, however. For quartz it is necessary to take into account the
temperature dependence of the thermal properties such as heat capacity and
thermal diffusivity. The formalism developed for the calculation of the
laser heated surface temperature for Si [7,8] cannot be used for quartz
because of the large differences in the thermal properties of the two mater-
ials. Iterative calculations using the measured thermal properties of fused
quartz [9] yield the temperature vs. irradiation time curves given in Fig-
ure 3 for incident intensities corresponding to the experimental conditions
of Table 1. The on-axis surface temperatures calculated for the irradiation
times at which deposition begins are also given in Table 1. The calculated
temperatures are not constant, but the range of values is small and falls
well within the optimum temperatures used in conventional CVD for this
system [10].

In terms of the model of LCVrD discussed previously in which the process
could be described by an initial heating period, deposition initiation, sur-
face temperature decrease for deposition of a metal on an absorbing substrate,
and attainment of an equilibrium surface temperature, the difference in
effective deposition rate measured for Ni, Fe, and W is predominantly due to
the large differences in the threshold deposition temperatures for the reac-
tions. The Ni from Ni(CO)4 deposition occurs at a very low temperature
(-100'C, Ref. [10]) and for the irradiation conditions chosen for LCVD Ni, the
equilibrium surface temperature is greater than this deposition temperature.
A deposition rate which is constant with increasing irradiation time would
therefore be expected once the LCVD film thickness exceeded several hundred A.
For W from WF6 + H2 , the deposition temperature is almost an order of mag-
nitude larger 10] and the equilibrium temperature calculated using the W
optical constants is less than the deposition temperature and severe optical
self-limiting occurs. The deposition temperature for Fe from Fe(CO) is an
intermediate case and the observed optical self-limiting is less sevare than
for LCVD W.

The LCVD Ni, Fe, and W deposits were hard, shiny, and metallic. Adherence
was good for the Ni and Fe coatings up to a thickness of approximately 1 um.
LCVD W coatings greater than about 3000 A thick also showed some
indication of peeling. Resistivity measurements of Ni and W films 500 - 1500 A
thick in both sheet and line geometries yielded values of 3-10 times the bulk
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Fig. 3. Calculated surface temperature for fused quartz as a function of
irradiation time for several incident laser intensities.

resistivities of the pure metal. These values of the resistivity are quite
good for thin films deposited under unoptimized conditions. The lines were
drawn by translating the substrate relative to the laser beam. The LCVD Ni
and Fe films examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed no
surface microstructure to less than the resolution of the instrument (100 A).
LCVD W films varied from essentialiy featureless to a surface nodular struc-

,. ture idiameter approximately 2000 A) to small crystallites (approximately
4000 A) depending on irradiation conditions.

LCVD W/Si

An apparatus similar to Figure 1 but without the He-Ne optical monitoring
was used to deposit W from W (200 T) + H; (400 T) on Si substrates using a
Kr laser. The blue-green (468 - 530 nm) lines of the Kr laser are strongly
absorbed by the Si and most gaseous reactants are transparent in the visible,
satisfying the LCVD requirements. The laser is focused with a 6.5 cm focal
length lens onto the substrate yielding a beam diameter of approximately
20 m at the focus. The intensity profile deviates considerably from TEM00,
having a large TEMoI* component. Lines and spots were deposited at scan
speeds of 0.2 - 2.0 mm/sec at laser powers of 3 - 4 W. For the slower speeds
and higher incident powers, melting of the substrate was observed. Because
the absorptivities of the Si and the W are similar in this wavelength region,
it was possible to deposit thicker lines than could be achieved on fused
quartz substrates. Multiple irradiations could also be used to build up deposit
thickness. Unfortunately, these thicker lines (I = several microns) peeled
when the substrate was stressed during removal from the mount.

- . . ... ,- .
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A curious growth pattern was observed for some spot depositions. Single
- . crystal W spikes (Figure 4) could be deposited with dimensions on the order

of 40 - 50 Lm wide and 50 - 120 L m tall. These are similar in geometry to the
polycrystalline C and Si rods deposited by LCVD by Bauerle et. al., [11,12],
but the appearance of one or at most a few large crystals has not previously

q,
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Fig. 4. SEM of LCVD W deposited on a Si substrate using a Kr laser.

been observed. The growth rates measured for these crystallites approach a
mm/sec. Such structures have not been observed for LCVD W on SiO 2 using the
CO2 laser for similar reactant concentrations. It appears that the difference
in growth habit is related to the large difference in the laser heated areas in
the two cases. Examination of 8 LCVD W spot on Si (Figure 5) where single cry-
stal growth did not take place reveals the familiar "volcano" shape observed
in LCVD with the C02 /SiO 2 system [2]. In the center of the volcano are small
crystallites which are miniature versions of the large single crystal of
Figure 4. Because the Kr laser irradiates an area on the order of 10 Vm as
opposed to the hundreds of microns irradiated by the CO2 laser, it is possible
for one or several of these crystallites to dominate the growth. LCVD W spikes
have been deposited with 1 - 4 crystallites apparent in the SEM photographs.

CONCLUSIONS

Metal films with good physical properties have been depsoited by LCVD on
fused quartz and Si substrates at scan speeds of cm/sec and deposition rates
approaching mm/sec. Using UV laser sources it is possible to achieve deposit
geometries on the order of 1 - 2 um with good prospects for further reduction
of dimensions [13,14]. LCVD is thus an excellent candidate process for
direct writing of metal patterns for microelectronics and other applications.
LCVD film growth initiation and deposition rate for the CO2/SiO2 system have

2 o2 syte hv
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Fig. 5. SFE! of LCVD W deposited on a Si substrate using a Kr laser.

been monitored optically and the deposition initiation can be explained

qualitatively using a simple threshold temperature model and laser heated

surface temperature calculations which include temperature dependent thermal

properties of the quartz substrate. LCVD of single crystal rods greater
• than 100 pm tall of W on Si substrates has been observed.
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LASER CHE1ICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION (LCVD)

Susan D. Allen

Center for Laser Studies
University of,Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-1112

INTRODUCTION

Laser chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) is one of several
recently developed deposition techniques using laser sources. The
two predominant characteristics of a laser light source - its di-
rectionality and its monochromaticity - can both be used to
advantage in the deposition of materials. The directionality
inherent in a laser source allows energy to be aimed very precisely
at an area with dimensions on the order of the wavelength of the
particular laser, causing localized deposition. The monochromat-
icity can be used to deposit energy directly into reacting
molecules by exciting either electronic or vibrational energy
levels in the reacting species. This precise control of energy

• [flow in the system allows the deposition to occur at substrate
temperatures much below those required for thermal equilibrium.

The several kinds of laser deposition can be conveniently
divided into two types: thermal and photochemical. A generalized
laser deposition experimental arrangement is given in Fig. 1. For
thermally driven laser deposition such as LCVD [1-8] and laser en-
hanced electroplating (LEEP) [9] the laser wavelength is chosen
such that the reactants are transparent and the substrate absorbent.
Focusing the laser on the substrate creates a localized hot spot
at which the depositiun takes place. For laser photochemical dep-
osition (LPD) 10-15] the reverse conditions apply - the laser is
absorbed by the reactants and the substrate is transparent. The
focused laser creates a high concentration of reactive species
near the substrate, causing localized deposition. In an alterna-
tive geometry, large areas can be coated using LPD by directing

R.e.
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Fig. 1. Generalized laser deposition experimental arrangement.

the laser parallel to thq substrate. Many of these techniques can
Salso be utilized in reverse, i.e., to cause localized or low temp-

erature etching. Table 1 gives the range of experimental condi-
tions and the materials deposited for three types of laser

* deposition. Other variations of both thermal and photochemical
laser deposition are, of course, possible, e.g., photoelectrochem-
ical deposition [17] and LCVD from solution on semiconductor sub-
strates [18]. The advantages of laser deposition are, in general,
those associated with other laser processing techniques: a) spa-
tial resolution and control; b) availability of rapid, nonequil-
ibrium deposition conditions; c) localization of heating in the
thermal processing or low temperature processing in LPD; d) in-
creased purity of the deposits; and e) ability to interface easily
with other laser processing techniques such as laser annealing and
contact formation in semiconductors and laser processing of metals
and ceramics.

-" SEXPERIMENTAL

In this laboratory we have investigated a wide range of LCVD
reactions (Table 2) on metallic, semiconductor and insulator sub-
strates using pulsed and cw infrared and visible lasers. Not all
of the reactions given in Table 2 yielded good results under the
conditions used in the preliminary survey. For example, the LCVD
films from the metal alkyls were heavily oxidized due to the poor
vacuum conditions employed in the early work. In order to concen-
trate on the characteristics unique to LCVD, only those systems
which yielded films of good quality under a wide range of condi-
tions such as the metal carbonyls and the H2 reduction of WF6 will
be discussed in detail.

.-.- .-.-.... -..--... , ....-..-. . ........ , .
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The cv CO2 LCVD apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. Similar optical
.. arrangements are used for LCVD with the pulsed CO2 and cv Kr la-

sers. The laser is an electrically pulsed, line tunable cw CO2
with maximum output power of 40 W. Attenuation of the beam is
provided by current control and a wire grid polarizer. A remov-
able power meter and or fluorescent viewing plates are used to
check power stability and beam quality. A He-Ne beam is folded
into the optical path with a ZnSe Brewster angle beam splitter to
allow optical monitoring of the thickness of the LCVD film. Both
beams are focused through a NaCl window cnto the substrate with a
10 in. focal length 10.6 um Ar-coated ZnSe lens. The CO2 beam pro-
file at the substrate was measured by pinhole scans and is approx-
imately gaussian with a Dl/e2 - 600 Pm. The beam diameter of the

He-Ne laser at the focus is much smaller. The temporal intensity
profile of the CO2 pulses of several ms or longer was essentially
a step function with some initial overshoot as measured using a
ligCdTe detector. Because the amount of reactant used during LCVD
is a small fraction of the total concentration, the depositions
were carried out with closed reaction cells. Fused quartz is an
excellent substrate material for LCVD using a CO2 laser as it has
a high absorption coefficient at 10.6 Vm and is transparent in the
visible for ease of optical monitoring, both visually and with the
He-Ne laser. In addition, quartz has a low thermal conductivity
which tends to further localize the deposition and a high resis-
tance to thermal stress.

LCVD Ni

In earlier work in the LCVD of Ni from Ni (CO)4 on quartz sub-
strates using the cw CO2 laser [1], it was found that the initial
deposition rate was a constant with irradiation time for a con-
stant intensity laser pulse as is shown in Fig. 3. This behavior
is not what would be expected for deposition using an optical heat

WIRE GRID AR COATED So

~ 7 POLARIZER Z..Se LENS PHTOIDDE

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the LCVD apparatus.
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sourqe. For the case of a reflecting (i.e., metal) film deposited
on a highly absorbing substrate, the absorbed laser intensity and
therefore the substrate temperature decreases as the film is de-
posited as shown in Fig. 4. As a result, the deposition rate
should also decreaie. The expected "optical self-limiting" of
the film thickness has been observed in other systems, however,
and will be discussed below.

Several other important points characteristic of LCVD are il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. The initial deposition profile thickness is
a truncated gaussian shape and reflects the temperature profile
generated by the gaussian laser beam on the substrate. The dia-
meter of the deposit can be much less than the corresponding beam
diameter, however, because the deposition rate is a highly nonlin-
ear, usually exponential, function of the substrate temperature.
The result is a deposit thickness profile which has the shape of
the central portion of atguassian curve. This "resolution enhance-
ment" effect is also observed in other laser deposition methods to
some degree. LCVD spot diameters as small as 1/10 of the laser
beam diameter have been observed.

05%

S*IRRADIATION TIM
E
'.

I-' I1

• tO- 10 10'

*" Fig. 3. Thickness of LCVD Ni films as a function of irradiation

" time. For the 5.0 W data, the upper curve is the maximum

thickness and the lower curve is the thickness at the center of

the spot. Similar branching is observed in the 3.0 and 2.0 H

data but is not shown for reasons of clarity.
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OPTICAL HEAT SOURCE

I 5a

i. REFLECTOR/ABSORBER --- --------- P INCREASES

PA DECREASES

2. ABSORBER/REFLECTOR --- --------- PR DECREASES

SPA INCREASES

3. REFLECTOR/REFLECTOR
4. ABSORBER/ABSORBER---------- PR, PA CONSTANT

Fig. 4. Absorptivity changes during LCVD for different film/sub-
strate combinations.

At some point the curves of Fig. 3 change slope and split in-
to two curves. The thickness profile for these "long" irradiation
times changes smoothly from the truncated gaussian to a double
humped "volcano" shape. The two curves therefore represent the
maximum thickness and the center thickness of the volcano thickness
profile. As the laser intensities used are not sufficient to melt
either quartz or Ni and no evidence of melting is observed, the
change in profile is ascribed to a depletion of reactants and
build up of products at the center for the irradiated area and en-
trainment of reactants from the edges.

LCVD Fe

The thickness of LCVD Fe from Fe(CO)5 [2) as a function of
irradiation time,T , for several laser powers is given in Fig. Sa.
For irradiation times longer than the maximum given for each case,
the deposition thickness profiles deviated significantly from the".

truncated gaussian shape observed for short irradiation times. In
contrast to the similar data for Ni in Fig. 3, the thickness is
not a linear function of the irradiation time and the lower inten-
sity data (2.2 W) exhibits a steeper slope (thickness proportional
to 10 98 ) than the higher intensity points (5.5 W, thickness pro-

. -
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Table 1. Experimental Conditions for Laser Deposition

LCVD LEEP LPD

Laser source IR, VIS, VIS UV, Multiphoton IR
near UV

2 6 4 5 -3
Intensity 10 - 1Q, 10 - 10 10 - 10

(-,/cm 2

Reactant 10 - 760 - 0.1 - 10
concentration
(Torr)

Deposition 0.1 - 100 -<I0 S0.01
rate
(iIm/sec)

Deoie 1i,'2  9 9 10 10 10 10
Deposited Ni w Ni, Cu Cd zn Sn Bi

3 3 9 10 10 10.1 1
Cr, Mo, Au Al w , Cr Mo,

A13,4,5, Zn 
4

Cd4 ,Sn 3  Fe 2  Ga 1 ,13 Asl3, GaAsl3

S, 6, C7 , Ti0 2I Si 1 0 , 1 4 ,15, Ge10,1 5

TiC GaAs S012

Table 2.

° .

.,.SN(CH3)4 S- $. 4{ NI(CO)4i h L CO

- ~ ~ ~ I H2:R ~L • %- C02 !!2W6 H2 ' HF

FE(CO)5 - EE + CO

(H2) (2G-•CH" As(CH3)3 CAs *CH k(CH AL + CNH4
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Fpg. 5a. LCVD film thickness Fig. 5b. Apparent deposition rate
as a function of irradiation (film thickness irradiation time)
otime (Feted function of irradiation time

(Fe from Fe(CO)5)

portional to T 5). The same data is replotted in Fig. 5b as the
.... apparent deposition rate, defined as the deposit thickness divided

[.. :by the irradiation time. The actual deposition rate is a more

I-...complicated function of the heating time and the changing absorp-
I : tivity of the surface during deposition, but this definition serves

to illustrate qualitatively the optical self-limiting of the film
thickness. For the shortest irradiation times, 2 ms, the higher
incident laser intensity yields a faster deposition rate, in accord
with the higher laser generated surface temperature. As the ir-
radiation time increases, however, the deposited film reflects
increasing amounts of the incident energy and the surface tempera-
ture decreases. The deposition rate should therefore approach a

.. constant for long irradiation times. Before this point, however,
other limiting mechanisms come into play. For example, as dis-
cussed above, diffusion processes may lead to a decreased reactant
concentration at the center of the laser heated spot for relatively

*' - long irradiation times, resulting in decreased deposition at the

spot center.

Another indication that optical self-limiting is occurring is
given by experiments in which multiple irradiations of 3 s each
at 5.5 W incident power were made on a single site. After the ini-
tial deposition of approximately 500 , no additional deposition
is observed. For the multiple depositions, the site is allowed to
cool to ambient between each irradiation and the change in reflec-
tivity from the uncoated quartz (R = 0.10) to several hundred

4.-
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of Fe (R - 0.94) 119] would decrease the laser generated surface
temperature by almost an order of magnitude. For the continu-
ously irradiated site, the decrease in surface absorptivity occurs
on an already heated substrate and the surface temperature de-
creases but may remain above the deposition temperature.

The LCVD Ni and Fe films were adherent, hard shiny, and metal-
lic looking. Surface miciostructure as determined by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) ,was essentially featureless to less than
the resolution of the instrument (100 A). The electrical resis-
tivity of a 550 1 thick LCVD Ni film was measured as less than
4 x 10 - 5 ohm-cm but similar films of LCVD Fe showed high resistiv-
ities presumably due to oxidation of the relatively thin film.

LCVD W

LCVD of W from WF6 4 B2 was carried out as a function of ir-
radiation conditions for WF6 pressures ranging from 40 to 200 T

wrth a constant H2 pressure of 400 T. The apparent deposition
rate is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the irradiation time.
in this case the deposition was carried out with the same laser
intensity but with different concentrations of WF6 . The
higher concentrations of WF6 yielded greater initial deposition
rates, as expected from kinetic considerations, which decreased
faster with increasing irradiation time. For irradiation times
on the order of I sec, the apparent deposition rate is the same
for both reactant concentrations. (The lower pressure data for
times greater than 1 sec is spuriously high because of buckling
of the W films). This functional behavior is consistent with the
optical self-limiting mechanism.

emA/sec WFs + 4H2

* -,2OW

0. P

0.i.6 A p r n de o i i n r t f h c ns s/ r a l t o

10 00 PaSO

".'+" time) as a function of irradiation time (W from WF6 + B2).
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Lines were generated by translating the substrate under theU laser beam at speeds of I - 10 cm sec. Cross sectional profiles
were approximately trapedzoidal with widths varying from 150 to
400 pm depending on.scan speed and incident intensity. Resis-
tivity measurements of lines 0.5 cm long, 600 A thick, 400 um wide
and 1500 A thick, 160 Pm wide yielded 2 x 10-5 and 6 x 10- 5 ohm-cm
respectively. These numbers compare favorable to the bulk resis-
tivity of W,p - 6 x 10-5 6im-cm, (19], particularly since the LCVD
conditions have not been optimized. With the exception of irradi-
ation times much greater than 1 sec, the LCVD films were quite
adherent. Scanning electron microscope examination of the LCVD
films revealed surface structure that varied from smooth (no ob-
servable features greater than 100 A), to grandular nodules approx-
imately 2000 A in diameter (Fig. 7a) to small crystallites approx-
imately 4000 X (Fig. 7b) in diameter. This change in surface
structure appears to be related to both irradiation conditions and
diffusion processes with larger crystallites observed for longer
irradiation times, as would be expected. The optical self-limiting
of the WF6 + H2 LCVD reaction is graphically illustrated in Fig.
7., The film shown in Fig. 7b is only about 40% thicker than
that of Fig. 7a although the reactant concentration is higher and
the irradiation time is almost two orders of magnitude longer.

Experiments similar to those described above for LCVD W .from
W 6 + H2 have recently begun using Si substrates and a Kr ion la-
ser. The blue-green lines (468 - 530 n m) of the Kr laser are
strongly absorbed by the Si and most gaseous reactants are trans-
parent in the visible, satisfying the LCVD requirements. The laser
is focused with a 6.5 cm focal length lens onto the substrate with
a beam diameter of approximately 20 Vm at the focus. Lines and
spots were deposited at scan speeds of 0.2 - 2.0 mm/sec at laser
powers of 3 - 4 W. A curious growth pattern was observed for some
spot depositions. Single crystal W spikes could be deposited with
dimensions on the order of 40 - 50 Pm wide and 50 - 120 pm tall.
These are similar in aspect ratio to the polycrystalline C and Si
rods deposited by LCVD by Bauerle et. al. [6,7], but the appear-
ance of one or at most a few large crystals has not previously
been observed. The growth rates measured for these crystallites
approach a mm sec. The reason such structures have not been seen
in the LCVD of W using the CO2 laser is presumably due to the large
difference in spot sizes - 600 Um for CO2 and 20 Um for the Kr
laser. If the incident laser beam impinges on only a few growing
crystallites, it is reasonable that one or more would begin to dom-
inate in the growth. Additional experiments are planned to quan-
tify the irradiation conditions which favor such single crystal
deposition.

. ,
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Fig. 7a. SEM photograph of LCVD W Fig. 7b. SEM photograph of LCVD W
film (W from WF6 + H2 , P - 20 W film (W from WF 6 + H2 , P , 20 W
for 50 ms, 5 irradiations). for 2 secs.)

LCVD GaAs

GaAs was deposited using the reactions: Ga(CH3)3 + As(CH3)3 +
H2-GaAs + CH4. Both Ga(CH 3)3 and As(CH3)3 were distilled into
the side-arm of the deposition cell and 150 T of H added. The
side arm of the cell was maintained at OC and the vapor pres-
sures of Ga(CH3 )3 and As(CH3)3 were 65 and 98 T, respectively.
The range of irradiation conditions over which deposition was ob-
served was quite narrow: Du/e2 =_ 0.6 mm; P0 - 2-3 W; and r- 2-12 s.
For higher incident powers, depusition occurred in a ring around
a center devoid of measurable GaAs. The surface temperatures
achieved under these irradiation conditions are approximately the
same as used for conventional MO CVD [20] 600-900"C.

The LCVD films were not continuous and showed a strong effect
of nucleation sites on the substrate. The scratches on the surface
of the substrate are readily apparent in the growth of the film.
This type of deposition has been observed in conventional CVD on
similar substrates [2]. Deposition rates were much slower than
observed for other LCVD materials: [1] 150-500 X/s, but were com-
parable to rates observed in conventional MOCVD [20]. Film thick-
ness could be built up by multiple irradiations of the same site,

N. 4
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Fig. 8a. SEM photograph of fracture cross section of LCVD TiC
film on carbon steel (TiCI + CHl4 4)

*Fig. 8b. Ti x-ray map of the same area as Fig. 8a
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S""site, resulting in films several microns thick and better but not
complete coverage. In one case, the laser irradiated a site where
some of the liquid material had condensed. The deposition rate
observed was several orders of magnitude greater than in a "clean"
site. The composition of the LCVD CaAs films was analyzed using
SE/EDAX. The Ga/As ratio varied with irradiation conditions from

* 0.3 to 2.0, bracketing the value of pure GaAs, 0.73.

LCVD TiC and TiO2

In order to deposit TIC on carbon steel substrates, several
orders of magnitude more laser power is necessary due to the de-
creased absorptivity and increased thermal diffusivity of the steel
relative to quartz. TiC was deposited from TICI at the room temp-
erature vapor pressure of 12 T and CH4 or C2H2 (200 T) with and
without B2 (200 T). The high power LCVD apparatus consisted of a
stainless steel tank electroless Ni plated with x and y translation
stages driven by an external stepping motor. Coating tracks were
deposited by translating the substrate under the stationary CO2
laser beam. Incident powers were 500-1200 W, D1 /e

2  1 1-2 mm and
translation speeds of 3-6 mm/s.

4.

A SEM of the fracture cross section of a typical LCVD TiC
track is given in Fig. 8(a) along with the Ti x-ray map of the same
area (Fig. 8(b)). The Ti is concentrated in the fine grained re-
gion shown in Fig. 8(a) which corresponds to the LCVD TIC coating.
The fine grained material has a grain size of 500-1000 A. These
LCVD tracks show increased surface hardness but are not thick
enough (typically 0.5-1.0u) for the hardness to be measured
directly.

TiO2 was deposited from TiC14 + CO2 + H2 . TiCi was vacuum
distilled into a side-arm tube of the deposition cell and 205 T
each of CO2 and H2 added. The partial pressure of TiCla was 12.4 T,
the room temperature vapor pressure. The irradiation conditions
were: laser beam diameter D1/e

2 - 0.8-3.0 mm; laser power
P - 5-10 W; and irradiation time T - 0.1-1.0 s. The measured dep-
osition rate was 300-3000 I/s. .The LCVD TIO2 films were clear and

" adherent. Other properties are given in Ref. 1.

Optical Monitoring of LCVD

Using the apparatus shown in Fig. 2, the LCVD film growth was
monitored in real time by monitoring both the reflected CO2 beam
using a Ge:Au or HgCdTe detector and the transmitted He-Ne beam
using a Si photodiode.
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Representative transmission and reflection curves are given
in Fig. 9 for the W from WF6 + H2 system for different laser in-
tensitles and an irradiation time of nominally 100 ms. The upper
curve is the He-Ne intensity and the lower curve the reflected CO2
intensity as measured by a Ge:Au detector. At the lower incident

2 "power (Fig. 9a) a delay time of approximately 67 msec is observed
before significant deposition takes place as evidenced by a steep
decrease in the He-Ne transmission and an increase in the CO2
reflectance. (The initial decay in the transmission is due to
substrate heating and subsequent defocusing of the He-Ne beam.) A
comparison of the delay times for several different incident in-
tensities showed that the data could be fit by a very simple model
assuming no deposition until a "threshold temperature" was reached
and one dimensional heat flow in the laser heated substrate. Under
these conditions, the surface temperature is proportional to the
incident intensity and the square root of the irradiation time if
we further assume that the optical and thermal properties of the
quartz substrate are congtant. As shown in Table 3, the product
of the incident power and the square root of the delay time before
deposition takes place is a constant, indicating that there is
some validity to the simple model. Similar calculations of the
actual surface temperature for a gaussian beam do not yield rea-
sonable numbers however [22]. For quartz it is necessary to take
into account the temperature dependence of the thermal properties
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Fi.9. Transmission and reflection v.time curves for cw LCVD of

i| W from W76 + H2 (rt T, 400 T). The upper curve is the He-Ne trans-
"" ission intensity and the lower curve the CO2 reflected intensity.
:, Laser power: a) 4.7 W; b) 7.0 W..
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such as heat capacity and thermal diffusivity. Such nonlinear
calculations yield surface temperatures for the experimental con-

ditions of Table 3 of 800 - 950"C [23], in good agreement with

temperatures used in conventional CVD [24].

Table 3. Relative surface temperature, Ts, for different

irradiation conditions (W from WF6 + H2).

RELATIVE T' FOR W6 + H LCVD
Is 6 2 LV

P I r " T5
(watts (msec)

4.7 55.8 35.1

7.0 122.5 33.2

10.0 10.9 33.0

15.0 4.9 33.2

A representative transmission and reflection curve for LCVD
Fe from Fe(CO)5 is given in Fig. 10. In this case there is a
similar delay time before depositon begins (approximately 35 msec)
but the deposition is much slower and continues for several hundred
milliseconds. The calculated surface temperature before deposi-
tion begins for the irradiation conditions of Fig. 10 is 500*C.
For the lower laser power used in the Fe from Fe(CO)5 LCVD experi-
ment there is no observable thermal defocusing of the He-Ne beam.

CONCLUSIONS

From a comparison of both the thickness vs. irradiation time
data and the real time optical monitoring of the deposition initi-
ation and rate for the several deposition systems examined, some

general conclusions can be drawn. For the low temperature reac-

tions such as the Ni from Ni(CO)4 deposition, the laser generated

substrate temperature after the deposition of a reflecting metal

film is still above the threshold temperature for the reaction.

The initial LCVD rate in this case must be very rapid and the op-

tical self-limiting must occur for irradiation times shorter than

the 3 msec used [1].- The linear dependence of deposition rate

with irradiation time can be attributed to the substrate tempera-

ture reaching an effective equilibrium. For the higher temperature
reactions such as W from WF6 + H2 , there is a delay (Table 2) be-

fore the substrate temperature reaches the threshold temperature

-... • .. . . . . . . . . . . ........,• - ,• . , .'.x'.. -. ,,.4 .
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','"-""Fig. 10. Transmission and reflection vs. time curves for cv LCVD

'. of Fe from Fe(CO)5 (27 T). The upper curve is the He-Ne trans-
mission intensity and the lower curve the CO2 reflected intensity.
Laser power is 2 W.
of the reaction. The change in optical absorption with LCVD film
growth of several hundred A lowers the substrate temperature below
the threshold temperature, and film growth ceases. The Fe from
Fe(CO)5 case lies between these two extremes. This simple picture
ignores any kinetic or chemistry effects which may be observed.
The model does, however, give a general picture of the optical and
thermal properties which must be taken into account in LCVD.

Applications for LCVD films will depend not only on the local-
ization property of the technique but also on the ability to gener-
ate different film microstructures using the rapid heating and cool-
ing rates available with a laser heat source. It is possible to
deposit films with dimensions less than the diameter of the depos-
iting laser focal spot due to the exponential dependence of the
deposition rate on temperature. For properly chosen irradiation
conditions, the LCVD film will only be deposited in the center of
the laser heated hot spot on the substrate surface [1]. Spot sizes
of 1/10 of the beam have been observed. In order to utilize this
resolution enhancement, short irradiation times are necessary,
where short is defined in terms of the thermal diffusivity of the
substrate. LCVD experiments with a pulsed CO2 TEA laser have
shown that irradiation times as short as I psec can be used to
dep-sit useful film thicknesses for some reaction systems, thereby
minimizing lateral thermal spreading.

The rapid deposition rates measured for LCVD are a conse-
quence of several factors. High surface temperatures can be
achieved because only a small area is heated, effectively suppres-
sing gas phase reactions in favor of surface reactions. For the
same reasons, high concentrations of reactants can be utilized. A

,*. -
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third effect is the enhanced diffusion of reactants inherent in the
spot geometry of the reaction site as opposed to the planar geo-
etry of fonventional CVD. The increase in diffusion of reactants

should be a function of the irradiated spot size with smaller de-
posit geometries e~ihibiting faster deposition rates.

Initial results on the LCVD of compounds have not been as pro-
mising as those obtained bor metal films, with deposition rates
being an order of magnitude or more.smaller. Additional experi-
ments are planned for these more complex systems.

Possible applications for LCVD coating include: IC mask and
circuit repair; writing interconnects for IC circuits; one-step
ohmic contacts; localized protective coatings; localized coatings
for waveguide optics; and localized wear and corrosion resistant
coatings.
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Abstract

The deposition rate in laser chemical vapor deposition

(LCVD) is a function of the surface temperature and therefore

also a function of the changing reflectivity of the surface

during deposition. The influence of these parameters on

the LCVD rate of metallic and insulating thin films was

investigated using both pulsed and cw laser sources and

optical monitoring of the depositing film thickness.

.- Physical properties of the LCVD films are reported.
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Introduction

Laser chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) is one of several

.* recently developed techniques for direct writing of thin film

structures with small radial dimensions utilizing a laser to

effect a localized deposition [1,2,3,4]. Laser deposition

can be conveniently divided into two types: thermal and

photochemical. A generalized laser deposition experimental

arrangement is given in Fig. 1. For thermally driven laser

deposition such as LCVD [1] and laser enhanced electro-

plating [2] the laser wavelength is chosen such that the

reactants are transparent and the substrate absorbing.

Focusing the laser on the substrate creates a localized hot

spot at which the deposition takes place. For laser photo-

chemical deposition (LPD) the reverse conditions apply - the

laser energy is absorbed by the reactants and the substrate

is transparent. The focused laser creates a high concentra-

tion of reactive species near the substrate, causing local-

ized deposition. The advantages of laser deposition are, in

general, those associated with other laser processing tech-

niques: a) spatial resolution and control; b) availability

of rapid, i.e., nonequilibrium, deposition conditions; c)

localization of heating in the thermal processes or low
r

temperature processing in LPD; d) increased purity of the

"1 2
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deposits; and e) ability to interface easily with other laser

processing techniques such as laser annealing and contact for-

mation in semiconductors and laser processing of metals and

ceramics.

LCVD of metals, insulators and semiconductors has pre-

viously been reported [1,5]. For the LCVD of Ni from Ni(CO)4 [11

on quartz substrates using a cw CO2 laser, it was found that

the deposition rate was a constant with irradiation time for

a constant intensity. This behavior is not would be ex-
-.5-

pected for deposition using an optical heat source. For the

case of a reflecting, i.e., metal film, deposited on a

highly absorbing substrate, the absorbed laser intensity and

therefore the substrate temperature decreases as the film is

deposited and the deposition rate should also decrease. We

*report here the LCVD of Fe and W films and the observation

of optical self-limiting of the film thickness for some

irradiation conditions.

LCVD depositions were carried using both the apparatus

previously described [1] and a modification described below.

The newapparatus utilizes an electrically pulsed, tunable cw

CO2 laser with maximum output power of 40 W. Attenuation of

the beam was prrvided by a wire grid polarizer. A removable

power meter and/or fluorescent viewing plates were used to

. check power stability and beam quality. The beam was focused

onto the absorbing substrate with a 10 in. focal length

AR-Coated ZnSe lens through a NaCl window. The beam profile

at- the substrate was approximately Gaussian with a

".1.
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Dl/e 2 600 um. For pulses of I ms or longer the temporal in-

tensity profile was approximately a step function with a small

amount of overshoot as measured using a HgCdTe detector. The

reactions studied include those shown in Table 1. The temper-

atures given for the reactions are the minimum recommended

deposition temperatures for the conventional CVD process [6].

-. Because the amount of reactant used during LCVD is a small

fraction of the total concentration, the depositions were

carried out with closed reaction cells.

LCVD Fe

Fe(CO)5  a liquid at room temperature, was vacuum dis-

tilled into a side arm of the deposition cell using a vacuum

-6system with a base pressure of 5 x 10 T. Care was taken to

avoid illumination of the cell with fluorescent light in order

to suppress the photochemical formation of Fe2 (CO)5 [7,8]. Room

temperature vapor pressure of 27 T was used for all deposition

measurements [9].

The thickness of the LCVD Fe films as a function of irradi-

ation time, T, for two laser powers is given in Fig. 2a.

For irradiation times longer than the maximum in each case,'

the deposition thickness profiles deviated significantly from

--" the truncated gaussian shape observed [1] for short irradiation

times. In contrast to the similar data for Ni [1], the thick-

ness is not a linear function of the irradiation time and the

lower intensity data (2.2 W) exhibits a steeper slope (thick-

ness a T0.8) than the higher intensity points (5.5 W, thickness

a 10.5. The same data is replotted in Fig. 2b as the appar-

ent deposition rate, defined as the deposit thickness divided

rm"
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by the irradiation time. The actual deposition rate is a more

complicated function of the heating time and the changing

absorptivity of the surface during deposition, but this defin-

ition serves to illustrate qualitatively the optical self-limiting

of the film thickness. For the shortest irradiation time, 2 ms,

the higher incident laser intensity yields a faster deposition

rate, in accord with the higher laser generated surface tempera-

ture. As the irradiation time increases, however, the deposited

film reflects increasing amounts of the incident energy and

the surface temperature eventually declines. The deposition

rate should therefore approach a constant for long irradiation

times. Before this point, however, other limiting mechanisms

come into play. For example, diffusion processes may lead to

V, a decreased reactant concentration at the center of the laser

* heated spot for relatively long irradiation times, resulting

in decreased deposition at the spot center. This phenomenon

has been observed as changes in the LCVD film thickness profile

from truncated gaussian to flat topped to a volcano shape with

increasing irradiation time for most systems observed [1].

Another indication that optical self-limiting is occurring

is given by the data of Fig. 3. Multiple irradiations of 3 ms

each at 5.5 W incident power were made on a single site.
0

After the initial deposition of approximately 500 A, no addi-

tional deposiiton is observed. For the multiple depositions,

the site is allowed to cool to ambient between each irradiation

and the change in reflectivity from the uncoated quartz

% .
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(R = 0.04) to several hundred A of Fe (R = 0.94) [10 would

decrease the laser generated surface temperature by an order

of magnitude or more.

The deposited spots and lines were adherent, hard, shiny

and metallic looking. Resistivity measurements on lines

generated by translating the substrate under the laser beam,

however, showed very high resistivities which increased with

time, implying heavy oxidation of the thin (250 A) lines.

LCVDW

LCVD of W from WF6 + H2 was carried out as a function of

"* irradiation conditions for WF6 pressures ranging from 40 to

200 T. The apparent deposition rate is plotted in Fig. 4 as

a function of the irradiation time. In this case the deposi-

tion was carried out with the same laser intensity but with

different concentrations of WF6 . The higher concentration of

WF6 yielded a greater initial deposition rate, as expected

from kinetic considerations, which decreased faster with in-

creasing irradiation time. For irradiation times on the order

of 1 sec, the apparent deposition rate is the same for both

reactant concentrations. (The lower pressure data for times

greater than 1 sec is spuriously high because of buckling of

the W films). This functional behavior is consistent with

the optical self-limiting mechanism.

Lines were again generated by translating the substrate

under the laser beam at speeds of 1 - 10 cm/sec. Cross sec-

tional profiles were approximately trapezoidal with widths

i6
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varying from 150 to 400 um depending on scan speed and incident

intensity. Resistivity measurements of lines 0.5 cm long,

600 A thick, 400 Um wide; and 1500 A thick, 160 um wide

yielded 2 x 10- 5 and 6 x 10-5 ohm-cm respectively. These

numbers compare favorably to the bulk resistivity of

W, p = 6 x 10 6 ohm-cm [10], particularly since the LCVD con-

ditions have not been optimized. With the exception of

irradiation times much greater than 1 sec, the LCVD films

were quite adherent. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) exam-

ination of the LCVD films revealed surface structure that

varied from essentially featureless (to less than 100 A) to

grandular nodules approximately 1000 A in diameter to small0

crystallites approximately 3000 A in diameter. This change in

surface structure appears to be related to both irradiation con-

ditions and diffusion processes [11].

Only preliminary data has been obtained on LCVD W from W(CO)6

because of several complications. A solid at room temperature,

W(CO)6 has a vapor pressure of less than 0.1 T at 30*C [8]. The

deposition rate observed for such a low concentration was very

low, requiring several seconds to deposit a visible metallic

film. At the higher pressures obtained with a heated deposition

cell (P = 20 T at 1050C), there is significant absorption of the

10.6 Pm wavelength [13]. Experiments at other wavelengths are

in progress.

PULSED LCVD

In" order to unerstand the dynamics of the LCVD process a

CO TEA laser was used to heat the substrate. With a short

27
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pulsed laser heat source, it is possible to heat the substrate

to the deposition temperature before significant deposition takes

* place and then monitor the growth of the film after the laser

pulse. Quartz substrates were chosen for the deposition

because of their transparency in the visible, allowing optical

*. monitoring of the film thickness, and because quartz has a very

low thermal diffusivity. The short pulse laser heating will

thus create a step function in the surface temperature which

will decay with a time constant on the order of milliseconds.

The experimental apparatus for pulsed LCVD is shown in

Fig. 5. The CO2 TEA laser is operated as a stable resonator

and generates 0.3 J. As measured by burn patterns and pinhole

scans, the laser spatial distribution is approximately TEM00

and the total pulse length about 1 psec. The He-Ne monitoring

beam is folded into the CO2 beam using a ZnSe Brewster angle

beam splitter. The small percentage of the CO2 beam reflected

from the beam splitter as measured with a pyroelectric detector,

serves as a monitor of shot to shot reproducibility. Attenua-

tion of the intensity incident on the substrate is accomplished

with a wire grid polarizer. The He-Ne transmission of the

depositing film and therefore the optical thickness is measured

with a Si photodiode and displayed on an oscilloscope. The AR
coated, 10 inch focal length lens was positioned so that the

He-Ne beam was focused on the substrate surface, yielding a

relatively large CO2 laser spot size (Dl/e2 = 650 pm).

'" The transmission of the He-Ne monitor beam vs. time for

-I-
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several different CO2 incident energies is shown in Fig. 6 for

the system Ni from Ni(CO) 4 (pressure - 40 T) [l). Instead of

the expected single intensity decay curve, two separate decay

curves are observed for the higher energy laser pulses and

neither is simple. For low energies (Fig. 6e,d) there is an

induction period before deposition begins. At higher energies,

(Fig. a-c) an initial deposition takes place, but deposition

stops and then continues after a delay time. The total LCVD

film thickness scales with the incident energy with maximum

thickness achieved before damage to the substrate of several
0

hundred A. Smilar results have been observed for deposition

from 80 T of Ni(CO)4 . Pulsed LCVD using the system Fe from

Fe(CO)5 yielded transmission vs. time curves with only one

decay region.
5.*

Although there is some contribution to the initial decay

V region observed for pulsed LCVD Ni(CO)4 from defocusing of the

He-Ne beam due to the creation of a thermal lens in the laser
'C

heated substrate, this effect alone does not explain the

deposition behavior. Experiments are currently in progress

to determine whether the observation of these two deposition

regimes is a function of the chemistry of the Ni(CO) 4

pyrolysis reaction.

CW LCVD

* Using an apparatus similar to that shown in Fig. 5 for

the pulsed LCVD experiment, the film growth was monitored in

real time using the cw laser previously described. In this

case both the reflected CO2 beam and the He-Ne monitoring

.' -- ° •o .o . -• . . .. . °•. .. • .
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beam are measured during the laser pulse. Representative trans-

mission and reflection curves are given in Fig. 7 for the W

from WF + H2 system for different laser intensities and an

irradiation time of nominally 100 ms. The upper curve is the

He-Ne intensity and the lower curve the reflected CO2 intensity

as measured by a Ge:Au detector. At the lower incident power

(Fig. 7a) a delay time of approximately 67 msec is observed

before significant deposition takes place as evidenced by a

steep decrease in the He-Ne transmission and an increase in

the CO2 reflectance. (The initial decay in the transmission is

due to gas phase and substrate heating and subsequent defocusing

of the He-Ne beam.) A comparison of the delay times for several

different incident intensities showed that the data could be

fit by a very simple model assuming no deposition until a

*threshold temperature" was reached and one dimensional heat

flow in the laser heated substrate. Under these conditions,

the surface temperature is proportional to the incident inten-

sity and the square root of the irradiation time if we further

assume that the optical and thermal properties of the quartz

. substrate are constant. As shown in Table 2, the product of

the incident power and the square root of the delay time

before deposition takes place is a constant, indicating that

there is some validity to the simple model. Similar calcula-

tions of the actual surface temperature for a gaussian beam

* do not yield reasonable numbers however [13]. For quartz it

is necessary to take into account the temperature dependence
.10

• ".'".10
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.

of the thermal properties such as heat capacity and thermal

diffusivity. Such non-linear calculations yield surface tem-

peratures for the experimental conditions of Table 2 of 800-

950*C 114], in good agreement with temperatures used in corn-

'.. ventional CVD16).

A representative transmission and reflection curve for LCVD

Fe from Fe (CO)5 is given in Fig. 8. In this case there is a

similar delay time before deposition begins (approximately 35

msec) but the deposition is much slower and continues for several

hundred milliseconds. The calculated surface temperature before

*deposition begins for the irradiation conditions of Fig.8 is

5 00oc [14]. For the lower pressure (approximately 27 T) and laser

intensity used in the Fe from Fe (CO) LCVD experiment there is

* no observable thermal defocusing of the He-Ne beam.

* Conclusions

From a comparison of both the thickness vs. irradiation time

data and the real time optical monitoring of the deposition initia-

tion and rate for the several deposition systems examined, some

general conclusions can be drawn. For the low temperature reac-

tions such as the Ni from Ni (CO)4 deposition, the laser gener-

ated substrate temperature after the deposition of a reflecting

metal film is still above the threshold temperature for the re-

action. The initial LCVD rate in this case must be very rapid

and the optical self-limiting must occur for irradiation times

shorter than the 3 msec used [1]. The linear dependence of

deposition rate with irradiation time can be attributed to the

substrate temperature reachifig an effective equilibrium. For
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the higher temperature reactions such as W from WF + H
6 H2,

there is a delay (Table 2) before the substrate temperature

reaches the threshold temperature of the reaction. The change

in optical absorption with LCVD film growth of several hundred

A lowers the substrate temperature below the threshold temp-

erature and film growth ceases. The Fe from Fe (CO)5 case

lies between these two extremes.

This simple picture ignores any kinetic or chemistry effects

which may be observed. In particular, the two different deposition

rates measured for the pulsed LCVD of Ni from Ni (CO)4 are not ex-

plained. The model does, however, give a general picture of the

- i  optical and thermal properties which must be taken into account

in LCVD.

Applications for LCVD films will depend not only on the

localization property of the technique but also on the ability to

generate different film microstructures using the rapid heating

. and cooling rates available with a laser heat source. It 's pos-
S."

• 2 sible to deposit films with dimensions less than the diameter of

*the depositing laser focal spot due to the exponential dependence

of the deposition rate on temperature. For properly chosen irradi-

ation conditions, the LCVD film will only be deposited in the cen-

, ter of the laser heated hotspot on the substrate surface [11.

Spot sizes of 1/10 the size of the beam have been observed. In

order to utilize this resolution enhancement, short irradiation

-times are necessary, where short is defined in terms of the thermal

*! diffusivity of the substrate. The pulsed LCVD data show that irra-

diation times as short as 1 usec can be used to deposit useful

.1: film thickness, minimizing lateral thermal spreading.

4%
. . . . . . . 1

4 . . C . . 4...
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Initial results of LCVD of TiC on steel [51 indicate that
0

fine-grained (1000 A) films can be deposited with good adherence.

However, the film deposited to date have been too thin to

exhibit a significant hardening effect. Further experiments in

localized deposition of hard coatings are planned.

Possible applications for LCVD coating include: IC mask

and cricuit repair; writing in interconnects for IC circuits;

one step ohmic contacts; localized protective coatings;

localized coatings for waveguide optics; and localized wear and

corrosion resistant coatings.
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RELATIVE Ts FOR WF6 * H2 LCVD

p T PTkc Ts

(WATTS) (MSEC)

4.7 55.8 35.1

7.0 22.5 33.2

10.0 10.9 33.0

15.0 4.9 33.2
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Table 2. Relative Surface Temperature, Ts , for Different

- Irradiation Conditions (W from WF 6 + H2 ).

RELATIVE Ts for WF6 + H2 LCVD

s 6 2

P t P th aT s
(watts) (msec)

4.7 55.8 35.1

, 7.0 22.5 33.2

10.0 10.9 33.0

15.0 4.9 33.2

.4
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

-', Fig. 1. Generalized laser deposition experimental arrangement.

Fig. 2a. LCVD film thickness as a function of irradiation

time (Fe from Fe(CO) 5 system).

Fig. 2b. Apparent deposition rate (film thickness/irradiation

time) as a function of irradiation time (Fe from

Fe (CO) 5).

Fig. 3. LCVD film thickness for multi-irradition sites (Fe

from Fe(CO)5). (Each data point is a separate site).

Fig. 4. Apparent deposition rate (film thickness/irradiation

time) as a function of irradiation time (W from

W 6 + H2).

Fig. 5. Pulsed LCVD apparatus.

* Fig. 6. Transmission vs. time curves for pulsed LCVD of Ni from

Ni(CO)4 (40 T). Laser energy: a) 0.038 J; b) 0.051 J;

c) 0.063 J; d) 0.076 J; e) 0.082 J. (Curves are offset

for clarity).

- Fig. 7a,b. Transmission and reflection vs. time curves for cw

LCVD of W from WF6 + H 2 (45 T, 400 T). The upper

curve is the He-Ne transmission intensity and the

lower curve the CO2 reflected intensity. Laser

power: a) 4.7 W; b) 7.0 W.

* Fig. 8. Transmission and reflection vs. time curves for cw LCVD

of Fe from Fe(CO)5 (27 T). The upper curve is the He-

Ne transmission intensity and the lower curve the CO2

reflected intensity. Laser power is 2 W.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Table 1. Representative LCVD reactions.

Table 2. Relative surface temperature, T5 , for different

irradiation conditions (W from WF6 + H2 ).
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